Exciton delocalization in a fully synthetic DNA-templated bacteriochlorin dimer†


A bacteriochlorophyll a (Bchl) dimer is a basic functional unit in the LH1 and LH2 photosynthetic pigment–protein antenna complexes of purple bacteria, where an ordered, close arrangement of Bchl pigments—secured by noncovalent bonding to a protein template—enables exciton delocalization at room temperature. Stable and tunable synthetic analogs of this key photosynthetic subunit could lead to facile engineering of exciton-based systems such as in artificial photosynthesis, organic optoelectronics, and molecular quantum computing. Here, using a combination of synthesis and theory, we demonstrate that exciton delocalization can be achieved in a dimer of a synthetic bacteriochlorin (BC) featuring stability, high structural modularity, and spectral properties advantageous for exciton-based devices. The BC dimer was covalently templated by DNA, a stable and highly programmable scaffold. To achieve exciton delocalization in the absence of pigment–protein interactions critical for the Bchl dimer, we relied on the strong transition dipole moment in BC enabled by two auxochromes along the Qy transition, and omitting the central metal and isocyclic ring. The spectral properties of the synthetic “free” BC closely resembled those of Bchl in an organic solvent. Applying spectroscopic modeling, the exciton delocalization in the DNA-templated BC dimer was evaluated by extracting the excitonic hopping parameter, J, to be 214 cm$^{-1}$ (26.6 meV). For comparison, the same method applied to the natural protein-templated Bchl dimer yielded J of 286 cm$^{-1}$ (35.5 meV). The smaller value of J in the BC dimer likely arose from the partial bacteriochlorin intercalation and the difference in medium effect between DNA and protein.

Introduction

A dimer of photosynthetic pigment bacteriochlorophyll a (Bchl) is the basic functional unit of the light-harvesting antenna system in purple bacteria.1,2 Namely, 16 dimers of Bchl form a B875 ring in the core antenna LH1, and 8–9 dimers form a B850 ring in the peripheral antenna LH2. The close positioning of the pigments in the Bchl dimer with a center-to-center distance of about 9 Å results in the collective sharing of the excited states.2 In such collective sharing, the excited state of a dimer (a molecular exciton or Frenkel exciton) can be viewed as a quasiparticle that resides on one neighboring pigment or another according to the quantum-mechanical principle of superposition. In other words, the exciton is delocalized between the two pigments. The exciton delocalization extended to other dimers in each antenna ring enables excitation energy transfer to the reaction center with a high quantum efficiency.2,4–6 The quantum state of exciton delocalization that a photosynthetic antenna maintains at ambient temperatures and in often harsh environmental conditions is highly desirable for engineering excitonic systems7–9 in artificial photosynthesis,10,11 organic optoelectronics,12–14 and room temperature quantum computing.15–18 Hence, it is important to access stable and tunable synthetic analogs of Bchl dimer exhibiting exciton delocalization at room temperature.

The structural basis of Bchl is a tetrahydroporphyrin, a 4e$^{-}/4H^{+}$ reduced porphyrin with alternating pyrrole and pyrroline rings known as bacteriochlorin macrocycle. The steady-state absorption spectrum of the bacteriochlorin chromophore consists of four characteristic porphyrin bands: the fundamental Soret bands B$_{y}$ and B$_{x}$, and the Q$_{x}$ and Q$_{y}$ bands.
In bacteriochlorin, the $Q_y$ band responsible for the light absorption to produce the lowest singlet excited state is significantly more intense ($\varepsilon \sim 100,000 \text{ cm}^{-1} \text{ M}^{-1}$) and redshifted than that in the porphyrin due to the reduction of the porphyrin opposing pyrrole rings. Such long-wavelength absorption can enable pure exciton states not mixed with the transitions of the UV region, which—in addition to the exceptional narrowness and minimal vibronic structure of the bacteriochlorin $Q_y$ band—are spectral features strongly advantageous for engineering exciton circuits.

According to the molecular exciton model developed by Kasha, exciton delocalization is primarily enabled by the excitonic Coulombic coupling of the dye transition dipole moments (TDMs). The intermolecular chromophore distance strongly influences the strength of the excitonic coupling. An intermolecular distance that is too short can result in concentration quenching. In contrast, a distance that is too long prevents excitonic coupling; transfer of the excitation energy then occurs via the Förster mechanism between an acceptor and donor chromophore, as seen between the antenna rings B800 to B850 or B850 to B875. In the photosynthetic antenna of purple bacteria, the ideal intermolecular distance of 0.4–1.0 nm and orientation of $\text{Bchla}$ is maintained by a protein scaffold. In both LH1 and LH2, a $\text{Bchla}$ dimer is templated by an $\alpha/\beta$ apoprotein subunit; though, the protein subunit of LH2 contains an additional $\text{Bchla}$ monomer. In addition to securing relative positions of $\text{Bchla}$ dyes, specific non-covalent interactions between amino acids and $\text{Bchla}$ are thought to enhance its TDM, and red-shift its site energy.

The examples of bacteriochlorin dimer exhibiting signatures of excitonic coupling and delocalization are limited to a few reported systems created for fundamental studies of photoseparation and utilizing natural $\text{Bchla}$ or its semisynthetic derivatives. Namely, in the absence of a scaffold, a dimer of isolated $\text{Bchla}$ was formed via self-aggregation in solution, and by tethering $\text{Bchla}$ dyes via a non-conjugating linker. In addition, a $\text{Bchla}$ dimer was non-covalently templated by natural $\alpha/\beta$ apoprotein (reconstructed $820\text{B}$ complex), and by synthetic proteins. The limitation of the self-aggregation method is the presence of a large monomer population or high-order aggregates; while linking two dyes or utilizing non-covalent protein templating is limited to small size aggregates of 1–2 dyes. Using proteins as scaffolds can also be challenging due to their strong propensity to aggregate in solution, conformational sensitivity to modifications, and complex design rules based on 24 amino acid building blocks. Another challenge associated with the above systems is the instability of natural and semisynthetic $\text{Bchla}$ due to its favorable conversion into a porphyrin and limited synthetic tunability owing to a full set of substituents around the $\text{Bchla}$ macrocycle. These studies highlighted the need for (1) stable and tunable bacteriochlorin, and (2) a covalent templating method with a stable scaffold that can yield precise control over the number of dyes in small and high-order dye aggregates.

DNA is a versatile scaffold owing to its predictable and robust self-assembly and stability, and simple design rules of only 4 nucleotides encoding the structure of the DNA. Having a hydrophilic negatively charged backbone, DNA is stable in an aqueous solution. The structure of the DNA is robust to local modifications. Further, a dye can be tethered to a specific site of DNA via a variety of covalent linkers, thus enabling control over the number of dyes and their positions relative to the DNA. These advantages of dye covalent templating via DNA enabled exciton delocalization in aggregates of such dye families as azo dyes, merocyanines, polymethine dyes, squaraines, and perylenes. While several studies have shown that aggregates of porphyrins, the most related dye family to bacteriochlorins, can be covalently templated via DNA, the extent of exciton delocalization was not assessed.

Here, we explored if a fully synthetic DNA-templated bacteriochlorin dimer can exhibit exciton delocalization. We employed a specific type of branched DNA structure, a 4-arm DNA construct known as a Holliday Junction (HJ) that was previously shown to template a variety of dyes via a post-modification of the HJ core and was shown to be particularly advantageous in solubilizing hydrophobic molecules. For the dye, we synthesized a novel analog of $\text{Bchla}$ using a de novo bacteriochlorin methodology developed by Lindsey. Bacteriochlorins available through this methodology are designed with geminal dimethyl groups in pyrroline rings to make them far more chemically and thermally stable than natural $\text{Bchla}$. The diversity of de novo bacteriochlorin synthetic modifications enabled us to create bacteriochlorin (BC) with a large TDM comparable with that of $\text{Bchla}$, as well as equip BC with a covalent linker for DNA tethering (Fig. 1). To assess the suitability of DNA to template a bacteriochlorin dimer exhibiting exciton delocalization, we calculated the strength of the excitonic coupling in terms of the excitonic hopping parameter, $J$, in the DNA-templated bacteriochlorin dimer and the natural $\text{Bchla}$ dimer templated by $\alpha/\beta$ apoprotein in solution known as $820\text{B}$ complex. Semiempirical modeling of steady-state spectra based on the theoretical approach of Kuhn, Renger, and May determined $J$ values of 26.6 and 35.5 meV in bacteriochlorin and $\text{Bchla}$ dimers, respectively, as well as their distinct dimer geometries. While BC exhibited TDM sufficiently high to achieve exciton delocalization in the aqueous DNA environment and the absence of dye–protein interactions, bacteriochlorin dimerization was likely disrupted by partial intercalation into DNA. Collectively, these results indicate that DNA nanotechnology can be a facile means to achieve exciton delocalization in synthetic bacteriochlorin aggregates by selecting complementary bacteriochlorin chemical structures and DNA templates.

**Results**

**Dye design**

To create a DNA-templated dimer for this study, we chose the synthetic bacteriochlorin analog of natural $\text{Bchla}$ depicted in Fig. 1 as BC. The synthetic BC contains a bacteriochlorin macrocycle of $\text{Bchla}$ but exhibits greater thermal and chemical stability due to the presence of geminal dimethyl groups that...
prevent dehydrogenation into a porphyrin. Established de novo methodology for synthetic bacteriochlorins offers diverse synthetic modularity of their chemical and photophysical properties. The BC side substituents were selected to increase the Q_y transition dipole moment magnitude, which is critical for stronger excitonic coupling. Survey studies demonstrated that auxochromes—functional groups that alter the spectral properties of a chromophore—positioned along the Q_y TDM axis (attachment sites 2-, 3- and 12-, 13-) have the strongest influence on bacteriochlorin spectral properties. Specifically, ethynyl-type groups caused a significant enhancement of Q_y magnitude. Based on these observations, we designed BC to carry 13-(4-nitrophenyl)ethynyl and 3-ethynyl auxochromes and N-hydroxysuccinimide ester (NHS) linker for DNA tethering. The presence of the isocyclic ring and the central metal were shown to cause Q_y to redshift, but had a small effect on Q_y magnitude, and were therefore omitted in the BC structural design. The methoxy group at the 5-position was installed to provide the means for the asymmetric chemical derivatization of the macrocycle.

Chemical synthesis

The synthesis of the target NHS-bacteriochlorin BC for tethering to DNA relied on the selective derivatization of the 3,13-dibromo-5-methoxybacteriochlorin building block (Fig. 2). First, β-bromodihydropyrin-acetal 1 was prepared according to the established streamlined multistep synthesis. Self-condensation of 1 into 2 in the presence of TMSOTf/2,6-DTBP was carried out according to the reported procedure with several modifications. In particular, reducing the amount of TMSOTf from 5 to 3 molar equivalents, added in increments over 1 h, afforded 2 with 92% purity in 54% yield. Monitoring the reaction progress by thin layer chromatography indicated reaction completion in 3 h. We found that high purity of 1 is critical for achieving a high yield of its self-condensation. Next, bacteriochlorin 2 was subjected to two subsequent Sonogashira reactions under the conditions for asymmetric disubstitution previously developed by Yu and Ptaszek, taking advantage of the 5-methoxy group sterically hindering the 3-position. Compound 2 was treated with 1-ethynyl-4-nitrobenzene in the presence of Pd(PPh_3)_4 and K_2CO_3 in DMF to afford 3 functionalized with 13-(4-nitrophenyl)ethynyl group in 28% yield; small amounts of the disubstituted product and unreacted starting material were observed. Treatment of 3 with 6-heptynoic acid NHS ester 4, catalyzed by (PPh_3)_2PdCl_2 in Et_3N/DMF, afforded the desired NHS ester BC in 18% yield. Newly reported compounds 3 and BC were characterized by ^1H NMR, ^13C NMR, ESI-MS, steady-state absorption, and fluorescence spectroscopies.
DNA templating

To template a BC dimer covalently to DNA, we chose a four-armed HJ construct. Previously, we showed that conformational isomerization of HJ between two isoforms could result in a racemic mixture of two dimer enantiomorphs tethered to DNA via covalent linkers of equal length. In that study, we also employed covalent linkers of unequal length to cause a conformational bias toward one HJ isoform and, hence, one optical isomer of the dimer. Here, we implemented an alternative approach to avoid HJ conformational isomerization by spanning two HJ arms via a short chain of 14 unpaired thymidines. This approach was employed previously to constrain an unlabeled HJ. The HJ was assembled using three oligo strands: A, C, and BD containing the thymidine chain. Oligo strands C and BD were internally modified with the amino thymidine T* for dye tethering. The BC in the form of NHS esters were tethered to BD and C oligo strands (Fig. 3a), purified by high-performance liquid chromatography, and characterized by ESI-MS at Integrated DNA Technologies (Section S2, ESI†). To create HJ constructs, oligo strands A, C, and BD were combined in equimolar amounts in aqueous buffer 1× TBE 15 mM MgCl₂ to the final concentration of 1.5 μM or 4.0 μM. Due to the sensitivity of bacteriochlorins to high temperatures, we avoided heating the samples to 94 °C followed by cooling. Instead, to hybridize oligos into HJs, the samples were incubated at room temperature for 2 h. In this manner, we created the BC dimer and a control monomer construct (Fig. 3b). The formation of BC–HJ constructs was confirmed by non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Section S3, ESI†).

Optical properties

Spectral properties of “free” BC (i.e., not covalently attached to DNA) were characterized by measuring absorption and fluorescence in toluene at room temperature. Free BC exhibited an absorption spectrum characteristic for bacteriochlorins featuring four absorption bands: B\(_{2}(0,0)\) Soret at 355 nm, B\(_{1}(0,0)\) Soret at 375 nm, Q\(_{y}(0,0)\) at 530 nm, and Q\(_{x}(0,0)\) at 757 nm (Fig. 4 and Table 1). For comparison, the synthetic precursors 3,13-dibromo bacteriochlorin 2 without ethynyl groups and bacteriochlorin 3, containing one ethynyl group at the 13-position, absorbed at 723 and 749 nm, respectively (Fig. S10, ESI†). The serial redshift of the Q\(_{y}\) band upon ethynyl mono and disubstitution indicated that both ethynyl groups were strongly conjugated with the macrocycle in BC. A weak vibronic progression was observed to higher energy in the absorption spectrum of BC. As typical for synthetic bacteriochlorins, the Q\(_{y}\) band was exceptionally narrow with a full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of 23 nm (402 cm\(^{-1}\)). To evaluate the molar extinction of the long-wavelength absorption band in BC, we relied on the established approach\(^{64}\) to calculate the peak-intensity ratio and integrated manifold ratio of Q\(_{x}\) and Soret (B\(_{1}\) and B\(_{2}\)) then compared the ratios to those of Bchl (Table 1). The absorption manifolds of BC and Bchl were similar, indicating that the molar extinction of Q\(_{x}\) in BC should be at least as large as the reported extinction of Bchl of 92 000 cm\(^{-1}\) M\(^{-1}\).\(^{69}\) In addition, we measured the absorption of “free” BC in a protic solvent such as ethanol for later comparison with the absorption of BC covalently attached to DNA in an aqueous environment (Fig. 4 and Table 1). From toluene to ethanol, BC exhibited a small blueshift and a small decrease in Q\(_{y}\) intensity relative to the Soret manifold. The observed effect of the protic solvent on

Fig. 3 Molecular designs of bacteriochlorin–DNA constructs. (a) an oligo post-modification with BC depicting chemical structures of the thymidine amino modifier (T*) and the resulting structure of BC tethered to the thymidine in an oligo strand. (b) Schematics of BC monomer and BC dimer. Each green diamond represents BC. The HJ strands are labeled A, BD, and C. Strand BD contains a chain of 14 unpaired thymidines.
BC absorption was in good agreement with a previous report on structurally similar synthetic bacteriochlorins.70 Lastly, the BC fluorescence peaked at 761 nm in toluene (756 nm in ethanol), yielding a Stokes shift of 3 nm (4 nm in ethanol) (Fig. S11, ESI†). In ethanol, the BC fluorescence scaled by absorptance decreased by 20% compared to that in toluene.

The BC monomer covalently templated by HJ was characterized by steady-state absorption, fluorescence, and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopies. To evaluate the solvating environment of the BC covalently attached to DNA, the spectral properties of the monomer (i.e., a single dye attached to the strand BD in HJ) were compared to those of “free” BC in a nonpolar solvent such as toluene and in a polar protic solvent such as ethanol (Fig. 4 and 5a). The monomer exhibited the Soret maxima (B_y and B_x) at 356 and 375 nm, Q_x at 533 nm and Q_y at 767 nm. Relative to the “free” BC in toluene and ethanol, the monomer’s Soret had minor redshifts with the reversed intensity ratio of B_y and B_x. In contrast, the Q bands exhibited more noticeable redshifts, with the Q_x red-shifted by 3 nm and 11 nm, and the Q_y red-shifted by 10 nm and 17 nm relative to toluene and ethanol, respectively. A significant redshift of the Q bands relative to the “free” BC in ethanol suggested the monomer being exposed to a nonpolar DNA groove solvation environment rather than an external aqueous environment.

Another characteristic of the BC–DNA interaction was obtained from the spectral bandwidth. The Q_y bandwidth of the monomer [fwhm = 461 cm⁻¹ (27 nm)] was comparable with that of “free” BC in ethanol and toluene, indicating that such events as macrocycle distortion or multiple modes of binding that would typically result in absorption broadening relative to the “free dye” did not take place in the BC monomer construct. Finally, the hypochromicity was evaluated by calculating monomer Q_y molar extinction. The DNA absorption peak appeared in the monomer spectrum at 260 nm (Fig. S12, ESI†). Based on the DNA theoretical extinction coefficient, the Q_y molar extinction (ε_Q_y) of the monomer was calculated to be 104 811 cm⁻¹ M⁻¹. The value of ε_Q_y of the BC monomer is higher than that of free Bchl in toluene,69 which suggests no hypochromicity effect in an aqueous DNA environment.

To gain more insight into the interactions of BC with DNA, we characterized the BC monomer by CD spectroscopy (Fig. 5b). The CD of the monomer exhibited a profound DNA bisignate couplet at 244 and 280 nm indicative of a well-formed B-DNA duplex. In the bacteriochlorin region, a weak negative feature (17 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹) was observed in the vicinity of the Soret B_y region at 376 nm, while no signal was observed in the Q_x and Q_y regions. Since BC is achiral, the observed negative signal was attributed to the induced CD (ICD) due to the coupling between the DNA bases and a bacteriochlorin B_y Soret transition. The position of a ligand relative to DNA can be gauged from the sign and magnitude of the ICD.71 A small positive ICD is typical for the intercalated ligands with the TDM oriented perpendicular to the base pair axis, while a small negative ICD occurs when the ligand TDM is parallel to the long base pair axis. On the other hand, a strong positive CD signal is associated with a ligand bound to the minor groove, thus having its TDM positioned 45° to the bases. Therefore, the small negative ICD in the vicinity of B_y suggested that bacteriochlorin could be oriented such that its x-molecular axis is parallel to the base pair long axis. Since bacteriochlorin molecular geometry is unfavorable for intercalation due to sterically bulky geminal dimethyl groups in the opposing pyrrole rings, the bacteriochlorin could be partially intercalated via its nitrophenyl substituent. This assumption was further supported by the reported strong intercalating propensity of nitrophenyl ligands.72 The absence of the observed coupling between the Q_y transition and DNA was expected given the drastic difference in the Q_y and DNA transition energies. Lastly, the monomer did not exhibit fluorescence even at a high sample concentration of 4 μM (Fig. S11, ESI†). Only fluorescence traces from “free” BC were

### Table 1: Absorption characteristics of “free” in solution synthetic BC* and natural Bchl

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>B_x(0,0)</th>
<th>Q_x(0,0)</th>
<th>B_y(0,0)</th>
<th>Q_y(0,0)</th>
<th>fwhm</th>
<th>ε_Q_y/cm⁻¹</th>
<th>I_4/I_8</th>
<th>I_4/I_8</th>
<th>I_4/I_8</th>
<th>Q_y(0,0)</th>
<th>Q_y(0,0)</th>
<th>Q_y(0,0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>353, 369</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>466 (26)</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BC</td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>355, 375</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>757</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>402 (23)</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bchl</td>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>361, 396</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>92000</td>
<td>579 (35)</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*At room temperature. †Absorption data from ref. 69 (in toluene). ‡Ratio of the intensities of the B_x(0,0) and Q_x(0,0) bands. §Ratio of the intensities of the B_y(0,0) and Q_y(0,0) bands. ¶Ratio of the integrated intensities of the B (B_x and B_y) and Q_y(0,0) and vibrational progression including Q_y(1,0); 660–850 nm bands.
observed in the monomer sample. Fluorescence quenching of monomer could be explained with the partial bacteriochlorin intercalation or photoinduced electron transfer to DNA.\textsuperscript{73,74} Next, we performed steady-state spectroscopy to characterize the DNA-templated BC dimer. In the absorption spectrum, BC dimer exhibited the following changes relative to the monomer spectrum: $Q_y$ blueshift from 767 nm to 764 nm, and $Q_x$ and Soret redshifts of 2 nm (Fig. 5a and Fig. S12, ESI\textsuperscript{†}). The perturbations in the dimer absorption relative to that of the monomer seemed to indicate a weak excitonic coupling between the chromophores in face-to-face or H-aggregate orientation. No fluorescence was observed in the BC dimer (Fig. S11, ESI\textsuperscript{†}), indicating excited-state quenching often observed in H-aggregates.\textsuperscript{75} An additional signature of excitonic coupling in the BC dimer was evident from its CD spectrum (Fig. 5c). The dimer exhibited three CD features in the dye region not observed in the CD spectrum of the monomer. First, the dimer showed a negative band at 356 nm corresponding to the $B_y$ Soret absorption maximum. In addition, the dimer spectrum exhibited a negative band at 538 nm in the $Q_x$ region, and a weak bisignate couplet with the intersection point at 767 nm corresponding to the monomer $Q_y$ absorption maximum (Fig. 5d). The bisignate couplet was characterized by Cotton effects at 755 and 781 nm of equal magnitude and opposite sign indicative of the exciton-coupled dimer. Due to the small signal magnitude and its proximity to the noisy range of the 900 nm detector limit, we carried out several CD measurements optimizing the instrument settings; the $Q_y$ bisignate couplet was consistently observed under different settings (Fig. S13, ESI\textsuperscript{†}). While the dimer Soret and $Q_x$ spectral features could arise from both BC excitonic coupling and electronic interactions with DNA bases, the spectral changes in the vicinity of $Q_y$ were attributed solely to excitonic coupling and delocalization in the BC dimer. The Davydov splitting of 441 cm\textsuperscript{-1}/$C_0$ (a difference between Cotton effects of the bisignate couplet) afforded spectral excitonic coupling strength of 220.5 cm\textsuperscript{-1} (27.4 meV).

Modeling
To quantify the strength of excitonic coupling responsible for exciton delocalization spectroscopically observed in the BC dimer, we applied semiempirical modeling\textsuperscript{42,48} based on the theoretical approach of Kühn, Renger, and May (Section S8, ESI\textsuperscript{†}).\textsuperscript{57} For closely positioned and collectively excited chromophores, the excitonic coupling is primarily based on dipole–dipole Coulomb interaction of the TDMs. According to Kasha’s molecular exciton model,\textsuperscript{3} the strength of the Coulomb interaction (or hopping interaction) can be expressed with the exciton hopping parameter $J$. To determine $J$ in the
bacteriochlorin dimer, we simultaneously modeled BC dimer experimental absorption and CD spectra utilizing a Holstein-like Frenkel Hamiltonian \(^{(59)}\) (eqn (S1), ESI†). In brief, the modeling generated various theoretical dimer configurations and calculated \(J\) as Coulomb dipole–dipole coupling for each dimer configuration using the extended dipole approximation \(^{(77)}\) (eqn (S4), ESI†). Placing two point charges of the opposite sign along the \(Q_y\) transition accounted for the \(J\) dependence on the TDM center-to-center distance, angle, and displacement. The TDM magnitude of the DNA-templated BC monomer was determined from its experimental absorption spectrum to be 6.9 D (eqn (S5), ESI†). To account for the dye–DNA interactions and medium effect, the experimental TDM value of the monomer and solvent refractive index were incorporated in the numerical coefficient \(J_0\) (eqn (S7), ESI†). Next, the \(J\) values were used to populate the Holstein-like augmented Frenkel Hamiltonian consisting of the electronic and vibronic components and generate theoretical absorption and CD spectra (eqn (S10) and (S11), ESI†). The theoretical spectra were compared with the experimental absorption and CD spectra and assigned a fitness score. The search for the best-fit spectra and the associated \(J\) value continued by iterations in TDM orientations guided by stochastic gradient descent. To ensure that the found dimer configuration was the unique solution to fit the experimental spectra, we modeled each system twice, starting with two extreme initial dimer configurations, face-to-face and end-to-end.

KRM modeling, as described above, was performed for two representative cases of the bacteriochlorin–HJ system. In Case 1, we assumed a homogeneous dimer system where bacteriochlorin dyes were fully available to form the dimer (Fig. 6a). In Case 2, we assumed a heterogeneous system of a dimer and two monomers, where a population of the intercalated dyes was not sterically available to form a dimer, thus resulting in excess of “optical” monomers (i.e., distant dyes in the dimer HJ construct) and a dimer population (Fig. 6b). When modeling...

---

**Fig. 6** Two representative cases of bacteriochlorin–HJ system and their KRM modeling. (a) Case 1: a homogeneous system of one dimer population; (b) Case 2: a heterogeneous system of a dimer and monomer populations. (c) and (d) Acquired steady-state absorption and circular dichroism spectra (solid lines) of BC monomer and BC dimer and theoretical KRM fit (dash line) for (c) Case 1, and (d) Case 2. To account for only 50% of the bacteriochlorin molecules responsible for the observed CD in Case 2, the experimental spectrum magnitude was increased by 2. Vertical bars represent energy eigenstates with heights relative to their transition amplitudes. The bar segments show the relative electronic (blue) versus vibronic (orange) contribution to each transition.
Case 2, the “optical” monomers were kept sufficiently distant from the dimer and each other to prevent their coupling. The modeling of Case 2 was performed as 50% dimer and 50% monomer; other dimer–monomer ratios could not be examined due to the limitation of the KRM modeling code.

The theoretical spectra that afforded the best fit for the BC dimer systems 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 6c and d. The $J$ values were 18.5 meV (149 cm$^{-1}$) and 26.6 meV (214 cm$^{-1}$), for Cases 1 and 2, respectively. While modeled spectra for both cases exhibited good agreement with the experimental results (Table S5, ESI†), the extracted value of $J$ for Case 2 was in closer agreement with the spectral coupling strength of 27.4 meV from Davydov splitting, and so Case 2 appeared to be a more realistic description of the bacteriochlorin-HJ system. The KRM-derived $J$ of 26.6 meV could be underestimated if the fraction of the intercalated dye population was higher than the modeled 50%.

As a first step to compare the DNA-templated BC dimer and the protein-templated Bchl$\alpha$ dimer, we applied the same spectroscopic modeling approach to calculate $J$ in the natural Bchl$\alpha$ dimer from the 820B complex. For this modeling, we used experimental absorption and CD spectra of 820B reported by Parkes-Loach et al. (Fig. S14 and S15, ESI†). Isolated from the LH1 antenna of Rhodospirillum rubrum, 820B consisted of two Bchl$\alpha$ molecules templated by $\alpha/\beta$ apoprotein, and lacked the carotenoid and ubiquinone components. Because the absorption of the reference Bchl$\alpha$ monomer templated by apoprotein was unavailable, we used the reported absorption of “free” Bchl$\alpha$ (i.e., 777B) in an aqueous buffer containing methanol from ref. 25 (Fig. S14 and S15, ESI†). The absorption maxima of “free” Bchl$\alpha$ in an aqueous buffer and 820B dimer were 777 and 820 nm, respectively. The energy difference between “free” Bchl$\alpha$ and 820B dimer is likely due to a combination of excitonic coupling and protein-Bchl$\alpha$ interactions. To account for the protein-Bchl$\alpha$ interactions in the KRM modeling, we included the offset energy of 50 meV (403 cm$^{-1}$). Applying a TDM of 7.5 D calculated from the spectrum of 777B, experimental absorption and CD spectra of 820B dimer were fitted with the theoretical curves (Fig. 7). The KRM modeling determined $J$ in isolated 820B dimer to be 35.5 meV (286 cm$^{-1}$) which was in close agreement with the strength of excitonic coupling of about 300 cm$^{-1}$ calculated by other methods.13,26 To further characterize the spectral properties of the BC and Bchl$\alpha$ dimers, we compared the origin of excitonic transitions obtained from the computed eigenvalues and eigenvectors vectors of the Holstein-like Hamiltonian.26 The KRM modeling indicated that the three lowest energy transitions of the BC dimer (Case 2) were mostly of electronic origin, i.e., associated with the 0–0 transition. At higher energy (and shorter wavelength), the KRM modeling derived an additional transition of vibronic origin associated with 0–$n$ transition due to weak vibronic coupling. The Bchl$\alpha$ dimer was characterized by a similar nature of excitonic transitions (Fig. 7). Overall, both BC and Bchl$\alpha$ dimers showed that most of their oscillator strength is of the electronic transitions, which is advantageous in diminishing exciton decoherence originated from the exciton–vibron coupling.25

As a second step of comparison, we analyzed the geometries of the DNA-templated BC dimer (Case 2) and protein-templated Bchl$\alpha$ dimer. The mutual TDM orientations that afforded the best spectral fit were extracted from the vector spherical and Cartesian coordinates (Fig. 8 and Table S6, ESI†). The dimer geometries were described in terms of center-to-center distance $R$, and oblique angle $\chi$ to characterize a deviation from a parallel TDM orientation. In addition, slip angles $\theta_s$ were extracted to characterize a displacement of one TDM relative to another and, hence, an aggregate type (i.e., J-dimers exhibit $\theta_s < 54.7^\circ$ while H-dimers exhibit $\theta_s > 54.7^\circ$). In the Bchl$\alpha$ dimer, TDMs adopted a head-to-tail orientation (J-aggregate) evident in the sharp slip angles of 35° and 7° with a center-to-center distance of 10.1 Å and a 28° obliquity. The TDM orientation in Bchl$\alpha$ dimer derived by KRM from the spectral data of reconstructed 820B complex in solution27 was in close agreement with that of the Bchl$\alpha$ dimer unit in the crystal structure of LH1-R1 Thermochromatium tepidum at a resolution of 1.9 Å.81 On the other hand, in BC dimer, the TDMs adopted a face-to-face orientation (H-aggregate) evident in the slip angles of 97° and 68° with $R$ of 6.7 Å and an oblique angle of 30°. To visualize prospective molecular dimer geometries, the theoretical $Q_y$ polarized along the molecular y-axes were aligned with the extracted TDM vectors; dye macrocycles were oriented arbitrarily face-to-face (Fig. 8).

Discussion

Motivated by reports of exciton delocalization in natural light-harvesting aggregates observed at room temperature,82–85 we explored the potential to create a similar system using more robust engineering materials: stable and tunable synthetic bacteriochlorin and self-programmable DNA. Namely, by
calculating the excitonic hopping parameter $J$, we explored if a DNA-templated dimer of BChla synthetic analog can exhibit exciton delocalization suitable for building excitonic devices. The $J$ value represents the strength of dipole–dipole Coulomb coupling, which is the main contribution to the excitonic coupling responsible for exciton delocalization between closely positioned chromophores. In fact, $J$ is proportional to the product of TDMs of closely positioned dyes (eqn (S4), ESI†). The magnitude of the TDM primarily stems from the dye core structure but can be enhanced (or reduced) by side substituents and the environment. In natural and synthetic bacteriochlorins, placing auxochromes on opposing pyrrole rings was shown to have the strongest influence on the $Q_y$ TDM, while the addition of the isocyclic ring and central metal had a less pronounced effect. 61 Though synthetic means of installing an isocyclic ring and zinc central metal have been demonstrated, 86,87 we were able to use 3,13-disubstitution alone to achieve a large TDM in the BC. Ethynyl-type groups were chosen to enable a robust conjugation with the macrocycle. The resulting synthetic bacteriochlorin BC exhibited comparable TDM to natural BChla, evident from a comparison of their integrated absorption manifolds (Table 1) and featured a narrower $Q_y$ band with a smaller vibronic progression relative to the natural BChla.

Proceeding with covalent templating BC via DNA, we found that bacteriochlorin was likely in proximity to nucleobases rather than externally bound to DNA based on the $Q_y$ bathochromic shift relative to the ''free'' dye in ethanol. Further, bacteriochlorin might undergo DNA intercalation based on the weak negative feature in the $B_x$ Soret region of the monomer CD spectrum. We assumed that BC was partially intercalated via its nitrophenyl substituent so the $B_x$ transition was parallel to the long base pair axis. This assumption was further supported by the molecular geometry of BC having bulky geminal dimethyl groups unfavorable for the macrocycle stacking between the base pairs. On the other hand, no hypochromicity nor ICD was observed for the $Q_y$ transition in the monomer spectrum, indicating the electronic interactions between $Q_y$ and DNA bases did not take place, likely due to a large difference in their transition energies. Apparently, the BC dimer construct exhibited signatures of the excitonic coupling

Fig. 8 KRM-derived TMD vector orientations and dimer geometries of isolated BChla dimer (820B complex) templated by $x/\beta$ apoprotein, and BC dimer templated by DNA HJ. (a) and (b) Three-dimensional TMD vector plots with TMD plane projections $XY$, $XZ$, and $YZ$. (c–h) Dimer geometries with the geometric parameters: center-to-center distance $R$ in Å, and oblique angle $\alpha$ in ° shown in the oblique view, and slip angles $\theta_i$ in ° shown in the side view. The TMD vectors were aligned with the dye $Q_y$ transitions; the dye core rotations were arbitrarily chosen.
and delocalization evident in the small Q1 absorption blueshift and the symmetric bisignate CD couplet. Indeed, a dimer could form between two intercalated dyes. Alternatively, the intercalation could prevent full dye dimerization if several favorable but distant intercalation sites were available on the DNA template. Lacking the direct means to assess the effect of intercalation, we modeled two representative cases: in Case 1, we assumed all dyes covalently attached to DNA were available to form a dimer; in Case 2, 50% of the dyes were sterically unavailable for dimerization, while another 50% of the dyes formed a dimer. The excitonic hopping parameter J was calculated to be 18.5 meV and 26.6 meV for Cases 1 and 2, respectively. The J values derived for Case 2 agreed with the measured excitonic coupling of 27.4 meV from Davydov splitting.

To directly compare exciton delocalization in de novo BC dimer templated by DNA and Bchl dimer templated by protein, we used the same modeling approach to calculate excitonic hopping parameter J in isolated 820B complex, which consisted of Bchl dimer templated by x/y apoprotein.25 The J of 820B, found to be 35.5 meV (286 cm⁻¹), was in close agreement with the previous calculations by others of the excitonic coupling in the Bchl dimer unit of LH1 and LH2 antennas.79,80,82 While both free Bchl and BC exhibited comparable TDM magnitudes in the organic solvent, the J in DNA-templated de novo BC dimer was about 10 meV (30%) smaller than that in the 820B dimer templated by apoprotein in solution. There are several possible explanations for this difference. First, if monomer intercalation occurred, it would disturb efficient dimerization, which would cause an underestimation of J in BC dimer. Second, the 30% difference between J in Bchl dimer and BC dimer corresponded to the 1.2x difference in the TDM and could be attributed to the medium effects and local polarization of Bchl by the protein, which do not occur in DNA. Another difference between the DNA-templated BC and protein-templated Bchl was found in the dimer geometries. The KRM-derived geometry of 820B agreed with the geometry of the Bchl dimer unit in the LH1 antenna crystal structure at 1.9 Å resolution.81 The dyes in 820B were found to be oriented head-to-tail (i.e., a J-aggregate) with a center-to-center distance of 10.1 Å with the 28° oblique angle (Fig. 8). In contrast, the dyes in DNA-templated BC dimer adopted an H-aggregate orientation with a center-to-center distance of 6.7 Å and 30° oblique angle. We attributed the difference in the aggregate geometry primarily to the polarity of the medium. In an overall hydrophobic protein environment, the position of each Bchl is secured via van der Waals interactions with surrounding amino acids, while in an aqueous DNA environment, the orientation of the dyes in the aggregate is governed by minimizing solvent-exposed dye surface as a manifestation of the hydrophobic effect. Therefore, to access oblique or head-to-tail TDM orientations in DNA-templated bacteriochlorin aggregates, future structural designs should be focused on mitigating face-to-face bacteriochlorin alignment utilizing steric substituents or coordination chemistry.

Conclusion
We created a fully synthetic DNA-templated BC dimer exhibiting exciton delocalization and featuring stability and functional modularity. Incorporating an NHS linker enabled BC covalent attachment to the DNA HJ with spanned arms. A complement of two non-natural side substituents (not present in Bchl) installed in BC afforded spectral properties of Bchl and a sufficient TDM to achieve exciton delocalization in the aqueous DNA environment and the absence of pigment–protein interactions. Therefore, the synthetic BC enabled us to utilize the unique spectral properties of bacteriochlorins: exceptionally narrow NIR absorption with minimum vibronic contribution, in highly programmable DNA nanotechnology26 to engineer exciton-based materials. Future structural considerations should be focused on the careful selection of bacteriochlorin substituents and complementary DNA templates guided by systematic studies of bacteriochlorin-DNA non-covalent binding modes. A key goal would be to produce a synthetic bacteriochlorin dimer J-aggregate, in which the TDMs align with head-to-tail orientation. As bacteriochlorin dimers (both natural and synthetic) exhibit exciton coupling in the weak coupling regime, increasing the number of dyes in the aggregates will be required to achieve high J.

Experimental methods

Chemical synthesis

General. 1H and 13C NMR spectra (300, 600 MHz) were collected at room temperature in CDCl3, containing tetramethysilane as an internal standard. Chemical 1H shifts (δ) were calibrated using CDCl3 residual proton signals at 7.26 ppm. Chemical 13C shifts (δ) were calibrated using CDCl3 residual proton signals at 77.2 ppm. All solvents and commercially available reagents were used as received. Compound 1 was synthesized following the reported procedure.64

3,13-Dibromo-5-methoxy-8,8,18,18-tetramethylbacteriochlorin (2)55. Following a reported procedure55 with modifications, a solution of 2,6-di-tert-butylpyridine (2.64 mL, 12.2 mmol) in anhydrous dichloromethane (34 mL) in an oven-dried round-bottom flask was stirred for 5 min under argon. Dihydrodipyrrin (200 mg, 0.62 mmol) was added, followed by TMSOTf (0.22 mL, 1.22 mmol) added in two equal portions over 15 min. After stirring the reaction mixture for 1 h at room temperature under argon, one more molar equivalent of TMSOTf (0.11 mL, 0.62 mmol) was added. After stirring for 2 h, 1 was no longer observed by TLC (1:1 dichloromethane/hexanes). The reaction mixture was diluted with dichloromethane, washed (saturated aqueous NaHCO3, water, and brine), dried (Na2SO4), and concentrated using a rotary evaporator. The crude was purified by column chromatography (silica, dichloromethane/hexanes 1:3 then 1:1) to afford 2 as a dark green solid (92.0 mg, 92 wt% purity, 54%). 1H NMR (CDCl3, 600 MHz) δ, ppm: −1.98 (brs, 1H), −1.76 (brs, 1H), 1.93 (s, 12H), 4.34 (s, 3H), 4.40 (s, 4H), 8.51 (s, 1H), 8.52 (s, 1H), 8.70 (s, 1H), 8.74 (s, 1H), 8.75 (s, 1H). λabs (CH2Cl2)/nm 349, 370, 504, 723.

3-Bromo-5-methoxy-8,8,18,18-tetramethyl-13-[4-nitrophenyl]-ethyl]-bacteriochlorin (3). Following a reported procedure63 with modifications, a solution of 2 (26.0 mg, 0.054 mmol),

3
1-ethyl-4-nitrobenzene (8.2 mg, 0.056 mmol), and anhydrous potassium carbonate (74.2 mg, 0.54 mmol) in N,N-dimethylformamide (5.4 mL) in an oven-dried 25 mL Schlenk flask was degassed via three freeze–pump–thaw cycles. Tetraakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium (24.4 mg, 0.022 mmol) was added, and the reaction mixture was stirred at 80 °C for 16 h under argon. The reaction mixture was diluted with ethyl acetate, washed (water, and brine), dried (Na₂SO₄), and concentrated using a rotary evaporator. The crude was purified by column chromatography (silica, dichloromethane/hexanes 1:1 then 3:1) to afford 3 as a red solid (8 mg, 28%). ¹H NMR (CDCl₃, 600 MHz) δ, ppm: -1.94 (1H, t, J = 6.9 Hz, 1H), 2.65 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 2.67 (d, J = 6 Hz, 2H), 2.84 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H), 2.93 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, 2H), 4.35 (s, 3H), 6.49, 90.8, 94.6, 95.1, 95.6, 96.4, 96.5, 98.1, 107.2, 113.3, 115.2, 124.0, 124.1, 127.7, 130.9, 132.5, 134.8, 135.4, 135.8, 147.2, 148.6, 149.7, 156.6, 160.9, 169.6, 171.5. HRMS (ESI/Q-TOF) m/z: [M⁺] calculated for C₆₅H₄₀BrNO₂ 579.2553; found 579.2559.

Bacteriochlorin-DNA templating. DNA oligomers were purchased from IDT (Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA). Oligomers internally functionalized with amino thymidine sequence modifiers were conjugated with BC bacteriochlorin NHS-ester and purified via dual high-performance liquid chromatography at IDT. Nonfunctionalized DNA oligomers were purified by standard desalting at IDT. All DNA oligomers were rehydrated in ultrapure water (Barnstead Nanopure, Thermo Scientific) to prepare 35–40 μM stock solutions. The stock concentrations of single DNA strands were verified spectroscopically on a NanoDrop One Microvolume UV-Vis Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific). The DNA HJ theoretical extinction coefficient ε₂₈₀ was calculated to be 956.500 M⁻¹ cm⁻¹. The bacteriochlorin-HJ samples were prepared by combining equimolar amounts of three oligomers in 1× TBE, 15 mM MgCl₂, pH 8 buffer solution to the final DNA concentrations of 1.5 μM and 4.0 μM for steady-state absorption and CD measurements, respectively. All DNA samples were allowed to hybridize by incubation for 2 h at room temperature.

Optical characterization
UV-vis spectra were recorded in duplicates at room temperature on a single-beam Cary 5000 UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies) in a quartz cuvette with a 1 cm path length (Starna). Absorption spectra were monitored over a 230–900 nm wavelength range. CD measurements were performed on a JASCO-J1500 spectropolarimeter in a 1 cm path-length quartz cuvette (Jasco). Spectra were recorded over the 230–900 nm wavelength range at a speed of 200 nm min⁻¹, 2 s data collection time, 1 nm bandwidth integration, and 9 accumulations.
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